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Melbourne, Australia, has the third largest Greek population in the world, following Athens and
Thessaloniki, and the largest Greek population outside of Greece. This study examines the formation of
Greek ethnic enclaves in Oakleigh, a suburb about 20 km southeast of central Melbourne.
Using customised census data distributed by the Australian Bureau of Statistics, the following six
types of Greeks in Australia were identified. Individuals in Type 1 were born in Greece and were native
Greek speakers, immigrating to Australia in the early 1900s. Those in Type 2 were also born in Greece
and immigrated to Australia after World War II; Greek is also the native language for this type. Those
in Types 1 and 2 tend to live close to each other, leading to the formation of an ethnic enclave. Type 3
individuals were also born in Greece and are native Greek speakers. They immigrated to Australia in
the 1980s and 1990s and live scattered throughout the Melbourne metropolitan area. Those in Type 4
were also born in Greece and are native Greek speakers. The majority of this type are in their twenties
and immigrated to Australia after 2000, especially following the 2009 Greek currency crisis. Types 5 and
6 were born in Australia. Those in Type 5 are bilingual in English and Greek, and Type 6 individuals
only speak English.
The direct impetus that led Oakleigh to become a Greek enclave was the construction of a Greek
Orthodox church in the 1960s and a grammar school founded by the Greek community. Greek cafes
and Greek grocery shops in Oakleigh are a major place of employment for Greek immigrants not fluent
in English. Because almost fifty years have passed since the first generation of immigrants arrived
in Australia, the majority of people with a Greek background people are third- or fourth-generation
immigrants. Thus, Oakleigh’s advantage of being a 100% Greek-language environment is diminishing.
Nonetheless, Oakleigh remains the centre of the Greek community is that Oakleigh provides a comfortable space for people of a Greek background of all ages, genders and language levels.
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